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ABSTRACT 
Examples are constructed of planar matroids with finite prime-field characteristic 
sets (i.e. matroids representable over a finite set of prime fields but over fields of no 
other characteristic). In particular, for any n > 3, a projectively unique integer matrix 
is constructed with 2[log, n] +6 columns which often gives nonsingleton characteristic 
sets and, when n is prime, has characteristic set {n}. Many finite subsets of primes are 
shown to be characteristic sets, including (23,59} (the smallest pair found using these 
methods), all pairs of primes {p. p’: 67 < p < p’c 293}, and the seventeen largest 
five-digit primes. Probabilistic arguments are presented to support the conjecture that 
prime-field characteristic sets exist of every finite cardinal&y. For p > 3, AG(2, p) is 
shown to be a subset of PG(2,9) only for 9 = p”. Another general construction 
technique suggests that when ?? = {p i,. . . ,pk} are the primitive prime divisors of 
2” + 1 (n sufficiently large), then there is a matroid with O(log n) points whose 
characteristic set is 9. We remark that although only one finite nonsingleton char- 
acteristic set (due to R. Reid) was known prior to this paper, a new technique by 
J. Kahn has shown that every finite set of primes forms a (non-prime-field) characteris- 
tic set. 
1. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with the general problem of determining 
(finite) sets of primes {p,, . . . , pk} and finite configurations C? of points and 
lines such that C? can be represented precisely over fields of characteristic pi 
(i=1,2,..., k). More precisely, for a configuration C? of points and lines, 
define the characteristic set x(e) to be a set of primes such that p E x(e) if 
and only if there is some field F of characteristic p and some subset C?’ of the 
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projective plane PG(2, F) such that c and 6?’ have the same incidences. We 
say a subset x of primes is a characteristic set if x = x(c) for some 
configuration C. If, further, there is a c” such that p E x(e) if and only if e can 
be embedded in PG(2, p), we say x is a prime-field characteristic set. 
As an equivalent formulation of the problem, we may replace c by a 
collection 5 of triples where {i, i, k} E S if the corresponding points are 
collinear in c. In this case, we have that p E x( S ) if there is an extension field 
F of FP and a rank-three matrix M with entries in F such that S gives the 
collection of linear (column) dependences (i.e. column indices of singular 
3 X 3 submatrices). 
Although it may seem that we are being overly restrictive by not consider- 
ing configurations of greater rank, general results in matroid theory (see, e.g., 
[lo]) show that if x is the characteristic set of some geometric configuration 
(or some k-by-n matrix), then there is a planar configuration with characteris- 
tic set x. The study of possible characteristic sets appears implicitly in the 
work of Desargues, Pappus, Pascal, and Fano. When matroids were defined in 
1935 in [15], necessary conditions were given for linear dependence, and the 
next year MacLane [9] made the first explicit connection between abstract 
column dependence, geometric configurations, and the von Staudt calculus, 
giving an example attributed to Whitney of a matroid configuration M which 
cannot be represented over any field [so that x(M) = 01. 
The problem of possible characteristic sets was next considered in [ll], 
where it is shown that if 2 is representable over a field of characteristic 0, 
then the characteristic set of e contains all but finitely many primes. 
Conversely, a result of [13] states that if x(2’> is infinite, then it is represent- 
able over a field of characteristic 0. A short model-theoretic proof of the latter 
result, based on the compactness theorem, appears in [14]. In [5], the general 
representation problem was addressed and the problem of finding all possible 
characteristic sets was first explicitly formulated. A configuration based on the 
fact that xp - 1 has a nontrivial zero over some extension field of F if and only 
if the characteristic of F is not equal to p [12, 4, 1, 21 shows that any cofinite 
set of primes is a characteristic set, thereby reducing the problem of possible 
characteristic sets to the case of finite sets of primes. 
In [5, 71 a configuration of 2p f2 points is given for any singleton 
characteristic set {p}, and in [12] the set { 1103,2089} is shown to be the 
characteristic set of the configuration given by the column dependences of 
the following matrix M over Fllo3: 
I 0 01 1 0 1 0 -1 1 -1 0 1 0 1 0 1 -2 0 1 0 21 0 21 0 22 1 0 22 1 ... . . 0 228 1 0 228 1 
I 
. 
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The idea is that over any field F which represents M, 2” = 1, so that F 
must have characteristic 233, 1103, or 2089. Over Fzosg, the same depen- 
dences result, but over Fm the submatrix 
is dependent. The constructions in the following sections generalize this 
example. For other examples, the reader is referred to [2]. 
Another construction, recently announced by J. Kahn [6], can be used to 
show that every finite set of primes (excluding 0) is a characteristic set, thus 
settling the general problem of which sets are characteristic sets. The con- 
struction, however, uses (several) transcendental extensions and hence is 
never over a prime field. 
2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 2.1. Two matrices M, and M, over F are called projectively 
equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a sequence of the 
following operations: 
(1) Elementary row operations. 
(2) Multiplication of columns by nonzero scalars. 
(3) An automorphism of F. 
(4) Removal of a row vector of zeros. 
Clearly, each of the above operations preserves column dependences. A 
configuration (with nonempty characteristic set) is called projectively unique 
if any two matrices which represent it (over F) are projectively equivalent. 
Further, a planar configuration e with n points is called sequentially unique if 
there is an ordering of its points such that, in any matrix representation of e, 
the first four columns are three by three independent, and if any initial set of i 
columns (4 G i G n) gives a projectively unique matrix. 
Geometrically, this means that the first four points of e form a quadrangle, 
and that every other point is collinear with at least two lines generated by 
previous points. All the configurations (? which follow will be sequentially 
unique, and results of [3] (or see [2]) imply that we may assume that the first 
four columns of any matrix which represents such a e are of the form 
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and that any other column has a one as its first nonzero coordinate. It is then 
easy to see that over any field, all entries will be rational integers and 
therefore lie in the prime field. Geometrically, if the matroid is isomorphic to 
a subset of PG(2, p”), then it is a subset of the projective plane of order p 
generated by the quadrangle. 
We will now review some of the remarks made in Section 1, where 
references to the proofs are given (the proofs also all appear in [2]). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. 
(1) Any cofinite characteristic set can be realized by a finite planar 
configuration. 
(2) Any subset of a finite characteristic set is itself a characteristic set. 
In the following sections we will demonstrate the sequential uniqueness of 
our representing matrix by showing, for any column, the two pairs of 
previously constructed columns on which it depends. All such determinations 
will be given by one of the following instances of the von Staudt calculus [2, 
91, where a, b, and c have been previously determined, and we assume that 
the columns other than c have been previously constructed. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. 
(1) If 
x 
c= Y ) [I 2 
then x = 0 if and only if c depends on 
(2) If 
Y 
C= a , [I x 
then x = a if and only if c depends on 
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(3) If 
1 
c= a , II x 
then x = ab + c if and only if c depends on 
0 1 
1 
b 1 [I and 0. C 
159 
3. THE GENERAL BINARY CONSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INTEGER n 
Let n be an integer, and let 1 = [log, n]. For i = 0,1,2,. . . , 2, I + 1, set 
b,(n) = bi equal to [n/21-i+1]. Thus, b, = 0, b, = 1, bl+, = n, and bi is the 
integer given by the first i digits in the binary expansion of n. Further, 
bit, =2b, or bi+l = 2bi + 1. Let M’(n) be the following matrix for i = 
1,2,..., I- 1, and let M(n) be the same matrix with its last column (~a!+,) 
deleted: 
Cl cz c3 c4 cs C6 c7 cfl 
I 
1 0011101 
M’(n)= 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 
00110111 
c21+7 C2lfX CZI-8 c21+7 
. . . 1 0 ... 0 1 
. . . 2 1 ... 1 2 
. . . bit, b,+, .. . b, n 1 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(1) Over any field, M(n) and M’(n) are sequentially unique. 
(2) Every determinant in M(n) and M’(n) is of the form bi - bi + E where 
e=O, 1, 0-r -1; OGi, jGZ+l. 
(3) Zf p divides n’ where n’ = n - bi (or n’ is odd and n' = n - bi * 1 
respectively), and dependences in M,(n) (Mb(n) respectively) are taken over 
F,, then p’ is in the characteristic set of the matrix only if p’ divides n’. 
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Proof. (1): We give the two dependences which sequentially determine 
each column ci (i 3 5) over the integers (and hence over the prime subfield of 
any field we use for our coordinatization): 
cs: 
cg: 
CT: 
CR: 
ca: 
ClC2. c3c4 
CIC3’ ‘2’4 
‘2’3> ClC4 
‘2’4’ c5c7 
clc7 (if b, = 2) 
C3C8’ 
i 
c6c, (if b, = 3) 
(for i 2 2) 
c10: ‘2’3’ csc9 
c1czit6 (if bitI = 2b,) 
‘Zi+7’ C3C8, 
1 c6czit6 (if bi+l = 2b, + 1) 
'Zi+(l' ‘2’3t CSC2i+7 
(2): This statement essentially involves a check of all determinants and is 
left to the reader. We give some examples: Any determinant two of whose 
columns are of the form 
is equal to x - y. The determinant 
(jcZ+1) 
equals 2b, + l- b,. But 2b, + 1 = b,+l or bi+l + 1. The determinant 
equals -l-b,=ba-b,-1. 
(3): Since n = bl+, = 2b, or n = 2b, + 1, over F, when pl n - b,, we have 
either the dependence c1~2i+5~21+6 or the dependence csc2i+5c21+6. In 
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either case, MP( n) is only representable over those primes for which n - bi - 
0. Now assume that n - bi is even, so that either 
(a) n = 2b, and bi = 2biPl, or 
(b) n = 2b, + 1 and bi = 2bi_l + 1. 
Then we have the following subdeterminants in MA(n): 
04: 
1 0 1 
2 1 0 
bi b, 1 
11 0 
20 1 
n 1 bi_l 
1 0 1 
0 1 2 
0 bi_l n 
1 1 0 
0 2 1 
0 bi b, 
=n-bi+l, 
=n-bi-1; 
=n-b,+l, 
=n-bi-1. 
In any of the cases MP( n) is only representable over a field of characteris- 
tic p’ when the respective determinant, which is zero module p, is also zero 
modulo p’. n 
COROLLARY 3.2. For any odd prime p, the configuration MP( p + 1) has 
2[log,( p + l)] + 6 points and characteristic set { p}. 
Proof. Use i = 1 ( bj = 1) in Proposition 3.1 above, so that the determi- 
nant 
is zero only over fields of characteristic p. n 
We note that for p = 2, M,(p) has seven distinct columns (e.g. cg and cs 
are identical), and in fact no smaller configuration has (2) as a characteristic 
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set. When p = 3, ML(p) with nine points is also a configuration of characteris- 
tic set {p} with minimum cardinahty for the plane, although the rank-four 
matrix over Fs, 
1 
10000111 
01001011 
00101101’ 
00011110 1 
with eight columns, also has characteristic set { 3) [2,6,7]. We conjecture that 
for many small primes, no configuration with fewer points than MP( p + 1) has 
{p} as its characteristic set, although in Section 5 we will exhibit (much) 
smaller configurations for larger primes. In general, we conjecture that for 
p > 3, the smallest configuration with characteristic set {p} is planar (rank 
three). 
COROLLARY 3.3. For any prime p there is a configuration with at most 
2[log a p] + 6 points which has characteristic set { p}. 
Proof. We noted above that the corollary holds for p = 2 and p = 3. For 
Mersenne primes ( 3 7), techniques in Section 5 construct configurations well 
within the bound. For all other primes, MP( p + 1) has the desired cardinality. 
n 
EXAMPLE 3.4. In Figure 1 we picture the dependences for M(14) below, 
where three collinear points represent dependent columns, and the dashed 
line stands for the last dependence in M,,( 14) (14 E 1): 
c, c* c.3 c4 cz’ C6 E; C” cq ~10 Cl1 Cl2 
I 
1 0 0 1 1 1011010 
M(14) = 0 1 0  0 1 1 10122121’ I 01113377 
Note that, as in the general configuration M(n), all points are on the four 
lines through p3: I, (y = 0), 1, (x - y = 0), Is (2x - y = 0), and I, (x = 0). 
Further, as in general, the construction consists of sequences of perspectivities 
involving lines 1, and I, and points p, and p, or p6. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For the affine plane over F,,, AG(2, p), we have 
x(AG(2,2)) = x(AG(2,3)) = {0,2,3,5,. . . } (the set of all primes), while for all 
~'3, x(AW> P>>= (~1. 
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FIG. 1 
Proof. That for the primes 2 and 3 every prime is in the characteristic 
set of AG(2, p) is well known (see e.g. [2]). For AG(2,5), the reader may 
check that over F5, M,(6) h as characteristic set {5}, and as a subset of 
PG(2,5) misses the line x + y + z = 0. 
For p 2 7, we note that the columns of ML(p) also lie in the affine plane 
PG(2, p)- I, where 1 is the line x + y + z = 0, since we may assume that the 
1 
last column is 2 , [I and for any column, the sum of the first two coordinates is 0 
at most 3, while the last coordinate z is at most b, = (p - 1)/2 < p -4, so that 
over the integers, 0 < x + y + z < p. n 
We now focus on those M(n) and M’(n) which give nonsingleton finite 
characteristic sets. 
THEOREM 3.6. The set of odd primes {p 1, . . . , pr } forms a characteristic 
set and, in fact, a subset of a prime-faeld characteristic set under the 
following conditions: 
(1) For some integers m and E, with I&J G 1 and n - [n/zm] + E = n’> 0, 
n’ is an odd multiple of N = p,p,. ’ . p,. 
(2) Zf log,n=Z and bi=[n/2’-“+‘I (O<i<Z), then for all i<i and 
k d T, ( bi - bi I> 1 (mod& pk), or bi - bi (mod& pk) = b, - bi (mod& N). 
(3) In particular, (2) holds if the residues b,, b,, b,, . . . , bl+, all differ by 
at least two module each prime pk (except for b, and b,; perhaps b, and b,; 
ad bl+l ad b,-,+,). 
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Proof. For E = 0 we construct M,l(n), and for J&l = 1 we construct 
M;,(n). In either case, Theorem 3.1 guarantees that all submatrices which are 
nonsingular over the integers are nonsingular over each prime, except for one 
submatrix, which is only singular for a divisor of n’. Thus x(M,,(n)) [or 
x(MAI( n))] is finite and contains pi for all i G k. If it contains any other prime 
(corresponding to another prime divisor of n//h’), we apply Proposition 
2.2(2). 
We now show that if the matrices M( n ) and M’( n ) are used to constrnct 
finite characteristic sets, then Theorem 3.6 exhausts all possibilities. We also 
determine which n satisfy Theorem 3.6(l). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. 
(1) Let M,(n) equal ML(n_>_ or M,(n), and assume x(M,(n))= 
{P ,,...,p,} with x(M,(n))#x(M,(k)) for al2 k<n. Then for some m>O 
and [&[<I, n-[~2/2’n]+~=fl’isanoclclmultipleofp,~~~p~. 
(2) Further, when E = 0, n equals [2%‘/(2” - l)] (or [2%‘/(2” .- l)] - 1 
when 2”’ - 1) n’). For E= * 1, we have n = [2”%‘/(2” -l)] + e’ for JE’/ < 2. 
Proof. (I): If x( M,( n)) is the finite set S and S is not the characteristic 
set of %?& n ) for any smaller k, a determinant which is singular over F, but 
not Z must involve the last column. Such a determinant must be a multiple of 
flp,t sp,. This determinant must then be of the form ‘(n - b, + E) by 
Theorem 3.1(3). If the multiple is even, the reader can easily verify that 
LGP1([n/‘2]) has the singula$y [n/2] - b, I + e’s 0 for the-same set of 
primes. But the columns of MPI([ n/2]) are a subset of those of Mp,( n), so that 
Mp,([ n/2]) satisfies Theorem 3.6(2) if Mp,( n) does and is a smaller matrix. 
(2): If n - [n/2”‘] = N, then 2”‘n - n + 6 = 2”‘N, where 0 G 6 < 2”‘. Thus 
the latter case occurring iff 2”’ - 11 N. m 
EXAMPLE 3.8 (Prime-pair characteristic sets). Using the methods of 
Section 3 among the 62 primes less than 300, a computer search yielded the 
following information: 
(1) NO prime less than 27 was in a tw+prime characteristic set, while 23 
was in such a set only with 59 for n = 1358 = 23 X 59 + 1 (23 and 89 are 
shown to be a characteristic set by an alternate method of Section 4). 29 was 
in sets with 59 (n = 1712), 79 (n = 2292), and 157 (n = 4569). 
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(2) For the primes between 31 and 43, we list the larger primes with 
which they formed sets: 
31: 59, 79, 157, 233, 239. 
37: 53, 79, 89, 113, 163, 181, 193, 233, 239, 241. 
41: 59, 73, 79, 83, 89, 101, 107, 113, 139, 163, 167, 199, 233, 239. 
43: 53, 59, 71, 79, 89, 97, 103, 113, 127, 139, 149, 151, 157, 163, 167, 179, 
181, 191, 199, 211, 229, 233, 239, 241, 257. 
(3) For 47 and 53 we list the larger primes with which they did not form 
sets: 
47: 53, 67, 137, 139, 173, 181, 191, 193, 211, 223, 251, 263, 269, 271, 277, 
281, 283. 
53: 67, 73, 97, 127, 137, 223, 263, 277, 281, 293. 
(4) For all prime pairs {p, p’ : 59 G p -=c p’ G 293}, only 61 and 137 failed 
to form a set. 
(5) The “best-behaved’ primes were 59 and 79, each of which formed 
pairs with every other prime greater than 19 except one. The “ worst-behaved” 
prime was p = 257, as p’ = 277 was the only prime with which it formed a 
pair for n G 3pp’. Another prime of the form 2” k 1 (127) also did not form 
many characteristic sets for small n. 
(6) In addition, all pairs {p, p’ : 103 < p -C p’s 997) formed a set with n 
an integral multiple of their product. 
EXAMPLE 3.9 (Larger characteristic sets). 
(1) The smallest prime found to be in a three-element characteristic set 
was 71 (with 193 and 797 for n equal to their product). 
(2) The 17 largest primes less than 100,006 form a characteristic set. 
(3) Among the six smallest primes P greater than 1000, when n was equal 
to the product of any three of them, only { 1009,1013,1031} formed a set. We 
will call a prime p “acceptable” for n equal to a multiple of p if it satisfies the 
necessary conditions of Theorem 3.6(3). When the 20 products 
{PiPiPk' Pi, Pi, Pk E P} were checked, there were a total of seventeen 
cases of acceptable primes (out of 60). This motivates the probabilistic 
assumption in the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let n = p, . . . p,, and assume that the residues bi = 
[n/2’] are uniformly distributed mod& pi. 
(1) The probability that pi is acceptable, Pr(X,,), is approximately 
ew( - Wog2 n T/2 pi ). 
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(2) Ifp,<pz<... <pk, then 
Pr($4;l(n)) = {P,,...,P,})~l-- 3k”l;f)i(pkJ * 
1 
(3) AS an example, if p, > 1016 and P,~<~O~~, then Pr(x(M,l(Pl 
. . . p,,))={p,,...,P,,~)~o.999~ 
Proof. (1): By (3.3), one need only check that for no i # i is (a) hi = bj 
(mod p,) or (b) bi E bi + 1 (mod p,,). Under the assumption of uniform 
distribution of residues, any such instance would occur with probability 
l/p,,,, and there are approximately $(log, n)’ possible occurrences of type (a) 
and (log, n)2 of type (b). Thus, 
i i 
;(l”g2n)2 
Pr( Xp,,,) = 1- +- x e-3(lo!4P~1)2/2P,,, 
tn 
(2): Pr( p, is unacceptable) G 3(log, r~)~/2p~ G 3(log2 nJ2/2p, d 
3k2(log2 Pd2/2P,, so that Pr(one of the p,‘s is unacceptable) G 
3k”(log, Pd2/2P,. n 
As a check, the estimates of Theorem 3.6 predict that the probability of 
acceptability for p,, where n = p,p,p,, p, = p, z p, c loo0, is 0.26, ~0 that 
we could expect 15.5 acceptable primes. As we obtained 17, the assumption 
seems reasonable. 
REMARK 3.11. Under the further assumption that the probability of p, 
being acceptable for n = m [2k/(2k - l)] p, is (somewhat) independent of 
(odd) m and k and can be calculated from just the size of m, we can 
dramatically raise the probability that {p,, . . . ,pk} is a characteristic set, since 
we may consider the set of all matrices {M’([zk/(zk -1)]m'p1p2. pk): 
m’= 1,3,5,7 ,... }. Then the probability that for at least one of these matrices 
each pi is acceptable is relatively high. This motivates the following conjec- 
ture: let f be any function such that f(n) = 0(2”), and k 2 2 be some integer. 
Then there exists a number N such that for any N’ > N, any set of k primes in 
the interval [N', f( N’)] forms a prime-field characteristic set. 
REMARK 3.12. An important problem in public-key cryptography is to 
find the two factors of n = pq given n, where p and q are large primes. We 
note that this problem is (with high probability) the determination of the 
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characteristic set of M’(n) (where the columns ci, cs, and c~!+~ are depen- 
dent). 
4. ALTERNATE METHOD FOR MERSENNE AND FERMAT 
NUMBERS 
When the set of primes 9 is of a special form, we can dramatically reduce 
the size of the integer smallest configuration which has ‘3’ as its characteristic 
set. Let n be an integer, and consider the factored Mersenne-Fermat number 
Z”*l=p,...p,m, where no pi is a factor of a previous Mersenne or Fermat 
number. We saw in Section 1 (for n = 29) that often when we construct 
iV’(2” 1+1), pi is not acceptable. Starting with Mersenne numbers, in this 
section we present another method which, with far fewer points, guarantees 
that 2” - 1 = 0. First, we define a signed generating set. 
DEFINITION 4.1. 
Gn={a~=l+,a,=l- ,..., u; ,..., a; ,..., u,,,=n} 
isasignedgeneratingsetfornifforeachai(i=3,...,m),ai=ut+u, for 
some i and k both less than i. 
Given a signed generating set for n, define the matrix 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
CO c: 
0 c; 1 
1 0 2 
-1 2 0 
c% 
+ 
CC,> 
1 1 ... 
() 2% . . . 
2”L 0 . . . 
Cl 
0 
1 
-2 
c% c 0, 
1 0 ... 
0 1 ... 
2% -2”, . . . 
for i, i < m, where if UT is in the generating set, then we adjoin the columns 
C a, and CZ$, while if ui is in the generating set we adjoin the columns c 11, and 
c . 
“’ As in Section 3, call a prime p’ acceptable if any determinant of M(G,) 
which is 0 modulo p’ is also 0 modulo 2” - 1. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. 
(1) Over any field M(G,) is sequentially unique. 
(2) Zf p’ divides 2” - 1 and dependences in M,(G,) are taken over F,., 
then p”~ x( M,(G,)) only if p” divides 2” - 1. 
(3) Let p’ be a primitive divisor of 2” - 1, and assume that b is such that 
2” E 2b - 1 (mod p’) while c is such that 2” E 2’ + 1 (mod p’). Then p’ is 
acceptable for M(G,) if and only if 
(a) if G, contains a+, it does not contain a - c or 2 cm- (nwdzdo n), 
(b) if G, contains a- it does not contain (b-a)+, b, c-, or (a-c)+ 
(mod&o n). 
Proof (1): We give the dependences which sequentially determine each 
column: 
co: c;c:j, c;c; 
+. cn . c;c;> wl 
co : cgc;, C”Co’ 
cl: c;c;, Cl% 
(for i 2 2) 
c,,: CIC3 7 c,:c- , (‘k 
(2): Over p’, the columns cO, cz,,’ and c,* are dependent, where n = a 7 + 
ak. 
(3): This tedious but straightforward part of the proposition involves 
checking all determinants in M(G,). For example, the determinant of 
is 2 nl -2”f - 1, so that if G, contains either a+ or a-, and if 2” G 2’ + 1 (mod 
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p’), then G, cannot contain c-. Similarly, the submatrix 
has determinant 2’~+5 - 1-2”~ (or 2”l -2”~+“l+ l), so that if G, contains 
a-, and if 2” = 2b - 1, then G, cannot contain (b - a)+, while if G, contains 
a+, and if 2” = 2” + 1, then G, cannot contain - c-. w 
One can often find such acceptable signed generating sets. An example 
would be when there is a generating subset {a,, . . . , a,,} for n such that each 
a, differs by at least two from any other power of two modulo each prime, or 
when there is a generating set in which the negatively signed generators differ 
by at least two from any other, while the positively signed generators {a+} 
are such that for no c is 2” E 2” + 1 (mod p). Examples of full characteristic 
sets for the small Mersenne numbers follow: 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let M(G,) be given as in (4.1). 
(1) ZfG11={lt,1-,2+,3t,4-,6-,9~}, thenx(M,(G,,))={23,89}. 
(2) Zf G, = {l+,l-,2+,2~,4+,5-,9+,9), then x(M4,(G2a))= 
{47,178481}. 
(3) Zf G,, = {If, l-,2+,2~,3+,4-,7+,7-, 14+, 144,28’}, then 
x(M,,(G,,)) = {233,1103,2089}. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. To construct characteristic sets which factor Fermat num- 
bers of the form 22n + 1, we adjoin the columns 
[::i and [ _p1 
A generating set for 25 which gives x(M’(G,s)) = {641,6700417} is then 
EXAMPLE 4.5. If the Fermat or Mersenne number n is prime, we can 
construct a matrix with O(loglog n) columns by constructing any small 
generating set-e.g. for p = 2p’ - 1 use 
1 l+,ll,2+,2- ,...,(2”)+,(2”)) )...) (2”+2b)+,(2U+2b+2C)- ).,. } 
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-which has cardinality at most 310g p’, thereby obtaining a matrix with at 
most 51og p’+7 columns (or 3n +9 columns for p = 22”+ 1). Both have 
O(loglog p) columns and presumably give smallest matroids with characteris- 
tic set {p}. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Other constructions exist which, although they don’t seem 
to give as many multiple characteristic sets, often give small matroids with 
singleton characteristic sets. Each matrix constructs an integer 12, which may, 
for an appropriate prime divisor, be set equal to 0. 
Consider the Fibonacci matrices &I”(&) where 
100110111 
M”(F,)= i 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 
001111022 
. . . 1 1 1 0 ... 
. . . 1 0 11 ... 1. 
. . . k--I h-  F2k F2k ... 0 1 Fn 
Thus if the nth Fibonacci number F,, is prime, then x( M”( F,)) = {F,,} and 
M”(F,,) has 3 +2n columns. 
One easily checks that p is acceptable for the matrix M”(F,) precisely 
when p divides 1 Fk - 4 - q 1 for i + i odd, n = max( {i, i, k}), and p divides 
no 1 Fkj - Fif - F,, 1 with i’ + i’ odd and all indices smaller than n. The smallest 
prime pair found was surprisingly large: {4451,5741} for M”(Fdl). There 
were 46 pairs found among primes less than 36,000. 
The matrices {M”(F,)} can be slightly modified to represent any 
Fibonacci-like sequence. For example, the Lucas numbers 
(0, 1,3,4,7.11,18,. . . } can be given by the matrices 
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 ... 
0 1 
0 
1 
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
... 
. 
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 3 3 4 4 7 ... 1 
For primes less than 36,000 the Lucas matrices generated 51 two-element 
characteristic sets, the smallest of which was {4421,6121} for M”(Ld7). 
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EXAMPLE 4.7 (Matrices for expansion to general bases). Let b be an 
integer (b = 2 in Section 3), and let 
where I = [log,(2n)] and {a} is the closest integer to a ({a} = [a + ~$1). 
Consider the following sequentially unique matrix (for odd b): 
1001110 1 1 
iw)(n)= [ 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 -1 0 
0011011 o-1 
. . . 0 1 1 ... 1 1 ... 1 0 ... 1 
. . . 1 () 0 . . . b’ b . . . b 1 . . . b 
. . . i -_i i . . . 1 2 . . . bi bi . . . b,  
where2<i<(b-1)/2=b’and l-1 <‘<Z-l.Thismatrixhas6+~(b-1)+ 
21 columns, so that for any prime p there is a matroid which has p for its 
characteristic set and has cardinality at most 
6+ ~~~(~(b-l)+2[log,(2P)l). 
[We note that this minimum is attained when b is the closest integer to the 
solution of the equation x(ln x)2 = :(ln p).] 
EXAMPLE 4.7’ (Expansion to base three). To illustrate the above ideas, 
we construct a set of matrices using the base3 expansion of an integer (with 
digits 0, 1, - 1): 
Mc3)( n)
10010111 0 1 1 .*. 1 0 ... 1 
1 2 3 .*. 3 1 ... 3 
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 -1 -1 0 1 .** bi bi +. . b, I 
for Z= [log,(2n)] and bi = {n/31-i+1}. Then, imitating the base-2 case, we 
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see that p,,p,,..., p,, can be in a characteristic set when MC3’(n) is viewed 
over F,,, where rr= [B~‘.3~/@-1)] for P=n:L,pi, and k and n’ are 
integers (n’ not divisible by 3). 
For a prime p to be acceptable we must have the following conditions fcr 
E=o,l,-1: 
b,-bite-O(modp) 3 b,-hj+e=O(modP), 
b,-3bi+e-O(modp) 3 hi-3bi+e=O(modP), 
b,-2bi-O(modp) = b,-2bi-O(modP). 
New small prime pairs found by this method include: 
29 and 227 (n = 6584), 
29 and 283 (n = 4129), 
31 and 227 (n = 7037) 
37 and 71 (n = 2728), 
41: 61, 137, 151, 
43: 73, 137, 173, 193, 227, 293, 
47: 139, 
53: 137. 
The preceding examples motivate the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.8. For any prime p, let m(p) be the size of a smallest 
planar configuration CP with characteristic set (27). Further, for any integer n, 
let m’(n)=max,,.m(p). 
We then have the following results: 
THEOREM 4.9. 
(1) Zf il‘, is sequentially unique, then log log p = 0( m( p)). 
(2) m(P)==O[*). 
(3) There are positive universal constants K, and K, such that for all 
E>O 
K,(log fl)’ -f 
log n 
~m’(n)~Gloglogn. 
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Proof. (1): If C?, is sequentially unique, then we may assume the entries 
of the matrix representation M, over Fp are integers n : 0 < n < p - 1 at least 
one of which is 1. We use induction on the column index. Since the i th 
column must be in a submatrix of determinant 0 over p, it is easy to show 
inductively that the largest entry in the ith column is at most 6x2, where x is 
the largest entry in the preceding columns. Further, a determinant involving 
the last column of M, must be at least p (over Z). Thus, no entries in the first 
i columns exceeds 2”‘, whereas some entry of the matrix exceeds m. 
(2): Let n be the least integer for which p G e~n2e2”. Then, Example 4.7 
gives a matrix with at most 
7+ 3en + 
inze2n 
2 -=+$?&J n 
columns using the base b = [e”]. 
(3): The second inequality follows from (2) above. To show that (log n)l/’ 
= O(m’( n)) we use the result proved in the proposition below that the 
number of planar configurations with at most m = m’(n) points is less than 
2m210g”‘. But, by the definition of m’(n), these must give 1 {p: p is a prime, 
p G n} 1 2 Z&/log n distinct ( nonisomorphic) matroids. Thus &/log n G 
2 m2’0gm and K’(log n)” -’ < m’(n). 
PROPOSITION 4.10. The number N(n) of planar mutroids on the set 
{L.%..., n} is asymptotically bounded as follows: 
Proof. 
(1) N(n) 2 2n”/6, since there is always a Steiner triple system with at 
least n’> n - 3 points and (n’)“/S triples. Take any subset of these triples and 
let them be the three-point lines of a planar matroid, every other line 
containing two points. 
(2) The reader may check that the matroid on S = { 1,2,. . . , n} of rank at 
most three in which 1 is not a loop gives a unique function from a set with 
elements to a set with n elements, and thus there are at most n G> of 
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them: For any pair (i, f) with i -C j, let 
if {i , i} is a multiple point, 
if i isaloop, 
if no k > i depends on i and i, 
min({k:k>iand {i,i,k} iscollinear}) otherwise. 
n 
That there are many primes for which m(p) = O(loglog p) can be shown 
by generating, to arbitrary bases, the construction methods used for M(G, ) in 
Definition 4.1: 
PROPOSITION 4.11. For any k, let Pk be the set of primes such that 
p= i Eini, where E~=O, 1,or -1 
i=l 
and all the prime factors of ni are less than or equal to k. Then 
m(p) = O(loglog p) for all p E Pk. 
5. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
PROBLEM 5.1. Which finite sets of primes form the prime-field char- 
acteristic set of a matroid? (Note that when “prime-field” is deleted, the 
answer is given in [6].) 
PROBLEM 5.2. Find the smallest prime p such that p is in a nonsingleton 
finite prime-field characteristic set. (Note that p > 2, since if c c PG(2,2) 
then x(e) = {2} [for ti = PG(2,2)], or x(C) = P otherwise, as 2 is unimodu- 
lar.) 
PROBLEM 5.3. Problems such as the following should be explored: Is it 
the case that for all but a finite number of prime pairs {p, q} with p < q -=c 2p 
the pair {p, q} is a characteristic set. 2 In particular, we might replace 
p < q < 2p by p < q < e2P and there should be similar statements for larger 
finite characteristic sets. In other words: 
PROBLEM 5.3’. Find the fastest-growing function f such that all but a 
finite number of prime pairs {p, q} with p < q <f(p) form a prime-field 
characteristic set. 
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Conversely, find the slowest-growing function g(p) such that only a finite 
number of prime-field characteristic sets {p, 9} exist with 9 > g(p). Some 
answers to these problems appear in [16]. 
PROBLEM 5.4. Explore the reasonableness of the probabilistic assumption 
in Theorem 3.6. 
PROBLEM 5.5. Calculate values, for small p, of m(p), the number of 
points of the smallest planar matroid which has characteristic set { p}. What 
can be said when “planar” is omitted? Can we ever have 1 m(p) - m( 9) I> 1 p 
-(II? 
PROBLEM 5.6. In [8] it is proved that the polymatroid matching problem 
is polynomial when the matroid is representable. If the algorithm is to be 
polynomial in the size of the (representable) matroid as opposed to the size of 
(the numbers in) the representation, we must be assured that any matroid 
with p points, if representable, can be represented over a field (and with 
coordinates) which can be entered into the computer in polynomial time p( n ) 
(and, for the results in [8], in which any relevant linear calculation may be 
performed in time p(n)). 
Our examples in Section 4 suggest that there are coodinatizable matroids 
M on n points such that the smallest field which coordinatizes M has size 
0(2’“), so that if the representation were entered into the computer as the 
binary string of the coordinatizing matrix, this string would have exponential 
length in the description of the matroid, since we can describe a planar 
matroid in time n3 by specifying the independent sets. However, we note that 
these special matroids are coordinatizable over primes (and with entries) 
which contain either few ones or few zeros in their binary expansions. This 
suggests that in fact it is true that such representations can be entered in 
polynomial time. 
To be precise, we formulate the following conjecture: The representability 
problem for (planar) matroids is NP [so that there is a polynomial function f 
such that for any representable planar matroid on n points, there is a 
representation which can be verified in time f(n)]. 
PROBLEM 5.7. For any given finite set of primes {pi,. . . , p,}, give a lower 
bound for the number k such that there is a matroid M which is representable 
over Fpf for all i (and over no other characteristics). 
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